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ABSTRACT

in this paper. a theoretical prediction of critical heat flux (CHF)

during power transients in forced convective boiling is presented. The

analysis is restricted to the departure from nucleate boiling (DNB)

type of CHF at low qualities. The developed theory is compared with

the experimental data available in the literature. The agreement is

favorable. The results are discussed in terms of the various para.net?rs

affecting the transient CHF. This new model also is compared with the

semi-empirical transient CHF model in the literature.

1. iNTRODUCTION

Understanding and predicting the critical heat flux (CHF) during steady-state and tran

sient operations are important tasks in nuclear reactor safety. One application involves the

reactivity-initiated accident (RIA), in which a sudden increase in power generation may occur

If such a po-.ier surge occurs under nonboiling or subcooled boiling conditions, CHF probably

will be caused by the near-wall bubble-crow+ing mechanism commonly referred to as depar

ture from nucleate boiling (DNB). This situation is typical of a RIA in ● pressurized water

reactor. This paper is part of a comprehensive set of studies aimed towards ● fundamental

understanding of the CHF phanomanon during power transients. Presented in this paper is a
—

* This work was funded by the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), OffIce Uf Nuclear

Regulatory Research, Division of Accident Evaluation.
** T,lis work was started while a graduatestudent●t the IJniver. ity of Central Floridn

Orlando, Floridn.



theoretical model for predicting the transient DN B in forced convection. Our previous studies

were concerned with transient CHF behavior ill saturated and subcooled pool boiling. 1’2

The CH F problem during power transients in forced convective boiling has been the

subject Gf previous studies. The theoretical study of Serizawa,3 and the experimental studies

of Kataoka et al.,’ Aoki ●t al.. s and Celata et a/e are such examples. In the experiments of

Kataoka ●t al 4 dnd Aoki et al,5 a vertical annular flow channel is used. The heater consists

of ● small-diameter, short-length cylir,drical wire placed in an annulus. The flowing fluid was

water. The power to the test section was increased exponentially, whereas the system pressure

and the flow velocity were kept constant. Because of the short length of the heater, the data

collected correspond tc the DNB mechanism and are independent of history effects. In their

experiment. Celata et a/e introduced stepwise and ramp-wise power increases to a circular

vertical tube using refrigerant-12 as the working fluid. Their steady-state and transient CHF

data correspond to an annular flow dryout. Therefore, their results are expected to be strongly

influenced by history effects. Serizawa”s theoretical mode13 must be recognized tor its unique

and original approach to the problem, The comparison of this theory with the data of Kataoka

et al.’ and Aoki et al. s and with saturated and subcooled pool boiling data (as cited in our

other studies “2) is quite favorable, However, the quantificatiorl of the model requires the

critical liquid-layer thickness, one of the key parameters, to be empirically correlated. This

quantity is obtained by direct comparison of the thecry with the transient CHF data. The

●xcellent agrtwnent with the data. despite the various simplifying assumptions used in the

model without in-depth justification, may stem fmm this fact,

In Serizawa”s model,3 if the surface heat flux is high enough such ,hat the balance between

the ●vaporation and the liquid-supply rates shifts in favor of the former. steady-state CHF is

postulated to occur. Mathematically, this model sugge:, !s the following relationship,

(1)

where Wj, is the liquid-supply rate at CHF. However, during the powrt transient when the

steady-state value of CHF is ●xceeded, surface dryout is not instantaneous A certain short but

finite period of time mu~t elapse before the liquid layer a, the surface corrfpletely evaporates,

During this time, the surface heat flux continues to increase. Thus, at complete dryout, the

surface heat flux, which is higher than the steady-state CHF, is referred to as the trarisient

CHF.

In SM. II, the governing equations for the new transient CHF model are developed and

sol”md fop exponential transients. In Sec Ill, the resulting correlation is compared with sample

data from the experiments of Kataoka et J/.4 Finally, Sec. IV summarizes and concludes the

curren~ study. The improved appr~ach and the novelty of the current model, as compared

with Serizawa”s model, s also are discussed in Sec. IV.
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Schematic description of liquid-layer thickness versus time between tcH;mss

ana tcHF,TR,

Il. THE TRANSIENT CtiF MODEL

The rateof-change of the liquid-layer thickness underneath the bubbly boundary layer on

the heater surface is the governing parameter in evaluating transient CHF. Mathematically.

this rat-of-change of the liquid-layer thickness may be written as

where.

d6

{

86, dq q w,—. —.
iii = ‘ax t3q dt ‘ ~;(~, A~,ub) Pi(l ‘- *IZ

(2)

(3)

in Eq, (3), A’ represents ~ correction factor for vapor mass behavior in pool boiling with high

subcooling. For low subcooling. K may be approximated by 1. Further discussion of this

parameter may be found in Ref. 2. In this study. we assume th~t K is 1.

Similar to the rat~of-change of th~ liquid-layer thickness in snturated and subcooled

pool ttoiling. ”a the first term on the righth and side of Eq. (2) represents liq~lid-layer thinning

cmweci by the hydrodynamic instability, and the second term represents the net evaporation

rate, which is defined as the difference between the evaporation tate ●nd the liquid-supply

rate. Because the liquid-supply rate was assumed to be zero during ttw vapor mass growth

period in saturated and W’j did noi ●pp~ar in the corresponding rate-of-change equations.

Figure 1 shcws a graphical representation of this rate-of-change equation and the switch-over

point between hydrodynamic- tind thermal-thinning mecha~~isms,

3



The hydrodynamic dependence of the liquid-layer thickne~s is related to the Helmholtz

instability wavelength of the wiipor stems that feed the wpor bubbles.’~a This wavelcmgth is

inversely proportional to the square of the instantaneous surface heat flux.71a Thus,

!l(~)
b==—

q2 ‘
where

/,(P) = ;
‘(%:’) (2)2(’0”J2 m

(4)

(5)

In our previous study. 1 we showed that, when this relationship is applied to transient heat

flux situations in a quasi-steady manner, the error is less than l% for exponential transients

that have time constants greater than 5 ms.

When the transient CHF is reached. the liquid-layer thickness becomes zero. Thus, the

transient heat flux can be obtained by integrating Eq. (2) between tcHF,ss and tcHF,TR. One

difficulty in the integration of Eq. (2) is the evaluation of the liquid-supply term, IVt. as a

function of time. In Sec. 11.A, a simple model is developed to quantify the liquid-supply rate.

A. Evaluat”mn of the Liquid-Supply Term

The liquid supply, W,, is related to the instantaneous radial (perpendicular to the wall)

velocity fluctuations, v(t), for a given flow field. These radial velocity fluctuations are a

function of the distance from the heater wall and the axial flow velocity outside the boundary

layer. The velocity fluctuations that are of interest in the current problem are the ones at the

liquid-bubbly layer interface. The liquid-supply rate includes only radial velocity fluctuations

that can enter the bubbly layer. Weisman and Pei9 postulate that the only radial velocity

fluctuations that can enter the bubbly layer are those that are larger than the vapor escape

velocity, VW, which, in turn, is directly proportional to the surface heat flux. By its nature, the

radial velocity fluctuation is a statistical quantity. Thus, to evaluate, Wj, the expected values

of the radial velocity fluctuations that ●re larger than the vapor, the escape velocity must be

computed, It is assumed that the liquid that enters the bubbly layer eventually reaches the

heater surface, because of the high turbulence within the bubbly layer. This assumption is

used successfully by Weisman and Peig in their analytical formulation of steady-state CHF at

low qualities. The expected value of v(t) may be exprsssed by

m

/

E(V) = (tJ - UV)P(L’)du ,

where p(v) is the probability density function for the radial velocity

distribution for u previously was postulated by Weisman and Pei.9

we assumed a hyperbolic distribution because of its computational

the range of interest, the probability density function for the radial

approximated by the following expression,

c,
p(u) = ~ ,

(6)

fluctuations, A normal

However. in this study

convenience. Thus, in

valocity fluctuations is

(7)
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where Cl is a constant and nt is a positive real number. Substituting Eq. (7)

integrating the latter, and expressing the result in terms of surface heat flux,

expression may be obtained for the liquid-supply rate near steady-state CHF,

[1
n

w, (t) = ~cf;sw,,, ,

into Eq. (6),

the following

(&)

where Q = nt — 2.
Further mathematical details may be found in the study cf Pasamehmetoglu. 10 Figure 2

shows the liquid-supply rate versus time between tcHF,5~ and tcHF.TR for an exponential

increase in the surface heat flux given by

IIu9(t) = 9CHF.S$II!XP ; , (9)

where t’ is equal to t – tcHF,ss. For n = 0, Eq. (8) yields a constant liquid supply between

steady-state and transient CHF, as previously assumed by Serizawa.3 At the other extreme.

when n = cm, the liquid-supply rate sharply declines to zero after the heat flttx reaches the

steady-state CHF level. For now, n is an adjustable empirical quantity, which can assume any

real positive value.

:L3
Onl

Fig. 2.

Liquid-supply rate versus time beyond q~hF,ss
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B. I%mulation of the Transient CHF

If the surface heat flux is known as a function of time, Eq. (2) may be integrated to yield

the transisnt CHF. In t} is study, the surface heat flux is assumed to follow an exponential

transient given by Eq. (9). T1~e switch-over point between the hydrodynamic instability mech-

anism and the net evaporation mechanism may be calculated by equating their slopes at the

switch-over point as follows,

db= dq q———_
~q dt = ~;(~> A~wb) +

‘I’w ? @ “

[10)

By setting the surface heat flux at the switch-over point, q~, equal to ~#qCHF,SS and

defining the time constant of the CHF phenomenon for forced convective boiling, rC, as

$.of$(p, A~sub)
r= = —-” (11)

KHF.SS ‘

and using Eq. (4), Eq. (10) may be integrated to yield

(12)

WherI soived for B,. Eq. [12) gives B, z 1 for any positive finite vaiue of n. Figure 3

shows the thinning map for m = 2. Simiiar maps can be obtained for different values of YZ.

Consequently, to obtain the transient CHF. the following integrais must be evaluated,

*D 2/,(P) (+)
6C,o= ( dt

!13J

‘CHF.SS

‘CHF. TR

+
/
tm

Using Eqs. (l). (8). (9). and (11). Eq. (13) may be integrated to yieid

(13)

(14)

where q = gcHF,TR/qcHF,ss and rC is the time constant of the DIu B mechanism in forced

convective boiiing, as defined by Eq. (1 1). it physically represents the time required for the

compiete evaporation of the iiquid iayer without any iiquid supply: thus. it can be reiated to

the vapor mass hovering period, Td, in saturated pool boiiing’ given by

?d = ‘C-’jhd’-k) (15)
f?CHF.SS.wt ‘
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Combining Eqs. (3), (4). (11), and (15), the following relation

obtained,

‘.=(’HR93(’+Kc’::”’)

. ..
1

between Tc and rd may be

rd , (16)

where ~d is calculated in App. A.

To obtain the transient CHF. Eqs. (12) and (14) must be solved simultaneously. Both

solutions depend on the value of n. In this study, an empirical approach is used to determine

the val~e of n. Figure 4 shows the comparison of Eq. (13] with tt-e reduced data of Kataola et

a/.4 for different values of n. The ranges of the experimental variables for the data are shown

in the same figure. As this figure illustrates. a constant liquid supply (n = O) overpredicts

the data, whereas nc liquid supply (n = m) is a conservative choice. These two extremes

provide a rather narrow envelope for the data considered, Therefore. after considering the other

uncertainties invnlved, the choice of n does not seem to be crucial for the data comparison.

even though it is necessary for the theoretical intqjrity of the study. The conlparison of

Eqs. (12) and (14) using n = cm with several sets of data is shown to be reasonably successful

in the study of Pasamehmetoglu. 10 In this paper, n is tentatively set equal to 2, based upon

Fig, 4.
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Comparison of the current theory with the data of Kataoka et al.’ for

different values of n.

Ill. COMPARISON WITH DATA

For n = 2, Eqs. (12) and (14) reduce to

and

(3B:+B; –1

)

B:
~3 – 2B: rr+y=o ,

(17)

(18)

respectively.

In Eq. (17), the time constant, T., k ~alculated by using Eq. (16), where the bubble

hovering period in saturated pool boiling, rd. is given in App, A, For data comparison, it is

assumed further that the heat generation rate and sutiace heat flux may be related through

a simple Ideater volumet~surface area ratio. This approximation, which is referred to as the

quasi-steady conduction mode. is shown to be valid for el~ctrical heaters with small radii. 10

As a result of this approximation, the exponential periods of the surface heat flux and the

power generation rate become the same. The effect 11 of the heater thermal storage on the

prediction of CHF during saturated pool boiling has been shown to improve the comparison,

A simi~ar analysis may be applied to forced convection boiling. However. the thermal storage

effect is expected to be less than saturated pool boiling with the same heater because the

convective heat-transfer coefficients are higher in forced convection boiling.

8



The soiutions of Eqs. (17) and (18) are compared with some sample data of Kataoka et

al.’ in Figs. S-9. These figures are self-explanatory in terms of the experimental conditions

of each set. h seen in these figures, the comparison between the current tkry and the

data is exceptionally good. The slight overprediction of the data by the current theory for

small exponential p~viods is expected because of the quasi-steady conduction assumption.

The worst comparison is !n Fig. 9 where the data are underpredicted by the current theory.

This discrepancy possibly is related to the high subcwring effects on parameter K. which is

set equal to 1 for this comparison, The transient CHF data in subcooled poo! boiling shows

that K is an increasing functkn af the w.rbcooling and is considerably greater than 1 at high

subcoo!ings.2

For a mo;e comprehensive evaluation of the current theory, the following factors nlust be
assessed further,

1. A better coupling is necessary between the heat generation rate and the surface heat

flux. This task requires an accurate knowledge of the transient convective heat-

transfer coefficient as a function of Yarious convective propertie~. The quasi-steady

conduction model may not be v~ry accurate, especially at lower values of ~.

2. The choice of n equal to 2 in Eqs. (12) and (14) is only an approximation based

upon the data of Kataoka et al.’ Possibly it is a function of pressure, axial velocity,

and subcooling and, thus, may vary in different sets of experiments. For instance,

to satisfy the contiriuity between this paper and our previous papers.1’2 n must

approach IXI as the axial velocity reduces to zero.

3. Finally. the calculation of the phenomenological time constant. TC, through Eq, (16)

must be investigated further. In Eq, (16), the hovering period, rd. is obtained directly

through the solution of the simple equation of motion for an idealized bubble,l 1 which

may introduce some errcr. Furthermore. the various simplifying assumptions made in

analyzing the effect of subcooling are approximate, especially at higher subcoolings, z

The empirical correction factor, K. is possibly a function of the system pressure and

subcooling. Data comparison shows that it increases with increasing subcooling,2

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a theoretical prediction of CHF during power transients for forced convective

boiling is presented. This is the third and last part of a series of papers, ~n the first and

second parts. the ~rcdiction of CHF during power transients for saturated and subcoo!ed pool

boiling, respectively, was presented. More details for all three parts may be found in the study

of Pasamehmetoglu. ”

For forced convective boiling, the current theory given by Eqs. (17) and (18) is compared

with the data available in the literature and the comparison is quite favorable. as shown in

Figs. S-9. The transient CHF problem in forced convection boiling was analyzed also by

Serizawa.3 The current theory is similar to Serizawa”s theorys in the following aspects.

1. They both use the same steady-state CHF model given by Eq. (1).

2. They both use the quasi steady conduction model, which relates the surface heat

flux to the heat generation rate through a simple volumeto-surface area ratio.

9
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However, the current tlmory includes additional improvements on %rizawa”s transient

CHF model.3 Its novelty may be itemized as follows.

1, Although the same steady-state CHF model is used by Serizawa3 and the current

theory for forced convection boiling, Serizawa extends the same model to correlate

the transient CHF data in saturated ●nd subcooled poo! boiling. This eatansion

contradicts the saturated pool boiling CHF model of Haramura and Kat~o,7 which

●ssumes no liquid is supplied to the liquid layer during the hovering period of the

bubble Without any liquid supply, Qrizawa”s steady-state model,s given by Eq (1).

suggests a zero CHF. This obviously is not correct in the context of saturated pool

boiling. Thus. the success of Serizawal in correlating the transient CHF data in

saturated pool boiling possibly is due to the empiricism incorporated into the model.

The current study ha!. a more valid physical base for ●ach boiling mode and, yet.

provides a continuity between tha transient CHF correlations for different boiling

modes,

2. In Serizawa’s theory, 3 the critical liquid-layer thickness, 6.,., which is one of the key

parameters iu the final equation, is evaluated empirically throuuh direct comparison

with the transient CHF data, A total reliance on such empiricism is not necessary

in the current theory.

3. Serizawa3 assumes that the liquid-layer thinning is due solely to evapor~tion, The

current theory also incorporates the effect of hydrodynamic instability ss mn addi

tional thinning mechanism. For the data of Katauh et d.’ cited in this paper, th~

time constant of the CHF phenomenon, TC, is between 3 and 8 ms, Because the

12



fastest power transient in the experiments has a time constant of the same order of

magnitude (r = 5 ms), the effect of the hydrodynamic thinning is hardly noticeable,

as shown in Fig. 10. However, as the forced convection flow ●nd the degree of sub

cooling approach zero. the time constant of the C HF phenomenon becomes large,

For such Ialge values of the parameter, T=/r, the hydrodynamic mechanism 1’2 was

shown to be very effective.

4. Serizawa3 assumed that the the liquid-supply rate, W], remained constant between

9cHF,ss,Fc and qCHF,TR.FC. [n the c~jrrent ~h~w. WI is theoretically formulated as a
function of the surface heat flux. The comparison with data shows that the effect of

this parameter on the transient CHF is minimal. as shown in Figs. 4 and 11: however,

a constant liquid supply overpredicts the data. Note that n reflects the statistical

nature of the transient CHF. As shown in Fig, 11, the rather narrow envelope, which

covers all positive values of n, yields a perfect agreement with the data.

The current theory presented in this study still needs further improvements, even though

it seems to correlate the existing data well and brings a solid physical explanation to transient

CHF phenomena. 1 lie weaknesses of the current theory may be listed in three categories.

1. A better transient conduction-convection coupling is necessary. For rapid transients,

the quasi-steady conduction approximation is not accurate. 11

2. The time constants for the different boiling mot+es rr~ust be better quantified. Espe-

cially. the effect of subcooling on the time constants requires ●dditional theoretical

●nd experiments! studies,

3, The radial velocity fluctuations ~nd the !iquid-supply rate in forced convective boiling

require further analytical and experimental studies.

13
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Effect of hydrodynamic thinning on the final prediction.
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Comparison of the current theory with the data of Kataoka et al,’ for all

possibla values of n,
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APPENDIX A

VAPOR MASS HOVERING PERIOD IN SATURATED POOL BOILING

In this appendix, the equation given by Katto and Haramura 7’a to estimate the hovering

period is summarized. This equation is obtained by solving the equation of motion for an

12 The hovering periodidealized bubble for a small-diameter cylindrical heaters, 710 is given by

()[3

1
1’5 4(fPj +p#) 3’5,,1/5

7* =
G 9(P/ – Pa)

l) (A - 1)

where ~ = 11/16. The volumetric growth rate, VI, is given

v, = zdA)Dq

pgh]a ‘

by

(A -2)

for cylindrical heaters with srrlall diameters. In Eq. (A-2), Ab is the modified unstable Taj!o~

wavelength. It is modified to account for the additional effect of the surface tension along the

curvature and is given by

+*]

““~Fa” (A - 3)
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